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Braun silk epil 9

The world's fastest and most accurate epilator ever, the Braun Silk-epil 9 Wet&amp;Dry epilator removes even the shortest hairs that wax can not achieve up to 4 weeks of long-lasting salon smooth skin. Add the new deep peeling brush and reduce ingrown hair with peeling performance, which is 6x more effective than
just a manual scrub. The soft peeling brush visibly improves the skin irresistibly for a smooth and silky feeling. The shaving head is great for removing hair even in the most sensitive areas. The latest addition to the family: Deep Massage pad significantly improved blood circulation and visibly improved skin appearance.
For extra convenience, use a silk empilgator 9 epilator in the bathroom or under the shower. Water heat releases endorphins – the body's natural pain reliever. It reduces any slight discomfort and skin irritation. Epilation is practically painless when used regularly. Braun SILK-EPIL 9 SENSOSMART rechargeable epilator
is equipped with pressure sensor technology. This technology guides you through epilating, making sure you use the right pressure on your skin. With its 40% wider head than other Braun epilators, and its 40 MicroGrip tweezers, SILK-EPIL 9 ensures you remove more hair, even the shortest (up to 0.5 mm). Its artiny
head easily adjusts to the contours of your body for better comfort and efficiency. The built-in SMARTLIGHT will allow you to see everything during epilation and shaving. SILK-EPIL 9 with SENSOSMART can be used wirelessly and easy to clean under running water. Easy to use in a bath or shower or on dry skin. Silk-
ÉPIL 9 has 7 accessories. For example, a shaving head and an accurate cutter in the bikini area. The kit includes: - SILK-EPIL 9 SENSOSMART 2-speed epilator- Shaving head-Trimmer comb-2 caps for accurate epilation- Precision trimmer with battery included- Cleaning brush- Smart plug-Storage bagsDevices are
made in Germany Every so often I fall into a hole, where I think some insanely expensive beauty device or gadget is going to change my life, turn me into a morning person, and do my taxes three months earlier. Usually these burn up purchases don't wind up is that life changing or cool (... for example, I have to actually
use a teeny, tiny, under the bed treadmill I got to get fit?), and I'm usually disappointed neutral. So I'll never in a lifetime be hardwired as the consumer monster that I am, however I hope that the pricey beauty of Gizmo that would away would be a freaking epilator, especially the Braun Silk-Epil 9 Flex. Courtesy of the
brand I first read about an older version of the epilator for the strategist, where the writer claimed that it had saved her thousands of dollars for waxing. As someone too broke to ever waxed a swath of skin as big as my legs, I couldn't really relate. But lazy gal I liked not shaving up to four weeks, and even with the new
Epil 9 Flex costing more than $1oo, I finally couldn't resist anymore. Reader, my life has changed. This content is being imported from {embed-name}. You may find the same content in a different format, or you may find more information on your website. Wait, what's the epilator? Epilators look like electric beards, but
they work, rolling tons of teeny-tiny tweezers across the skin, plucking from hairs at the root without tugboats or squeezing. Not all epilators are the same, although the Braun Silk-Epil 9 Flex is ~ fancy ~ and comes with a bunch of attachments such as a massage head and shaver/trimmer combo, all aimed at making your
skin smoother and the process less painful. Most epilators can be quite basic, though, just tweezing your head and your hairy skin toward the world. Here it's a slow mo – it's also spitting out a little water droplet because I just cleaned out FYI. I know pulling individual hairs out of the body sounds like an ultra-painful,
medieval waxing experience, but it wasn't nearly as bad as I expected. At worst, it feels like the beginning of a static shock (think the kind you get from futzing with your duvet), but one that you never really feel in the end if it makes sense. But, again, each epilator (and pain tolerance) is different. I'm pretty sure the reason
Braun won't hurt so much and believe I epilated an e-v-er-y-where (more on it below) is because (1) It's got to be built into you pushing too f*cking hard sensor to keep you gentle; and (2) the edges of the epilator are covered with a bunch of tiny rollers that help prevent your skin from mass tweezing what is going on. But
for comparison, I also tried my friend Emjoi Epiliator that's top-rated on Amazon and only $70 (I sanitized it with alcohol, don't worry), and I wanted to cry after running it over one tiny patch of my arm's hair. She also tried my Braun and said it was way better than her Emjoi, so, you know. Facts. Still, lemme break the pain
down to you: PAIN SCALEPain-wise, here's a very TMI rundown of what it felt like to epilysed every part of my body: ➰ My stick-straight, rude leg hair: At worst, feels like the little electric zap I said above. It's like your brain records pain, and then as soon as you brace for it to get worse, it's already over. Definitely less
painful than threading. PAIN: 3/10➰ My knees, thighs, belly button and arms: It would be the finest, softest hair on my body because I didn't shave it ever. I couldn't feel the thing, even pressing down super hard. PAIN: 1/10➰ Underarms: It's a more sensitive part than your legs, but it's still not that bad. PAIN: 4/10➰ My
pubs: I are probably the densest pubic hair on the ground (it's stick straight, looks like a mechanical pencil (see, etc.). And yet I managed to give full Brazilian, including hair, without dying. Mons pubis (I'm a sex editor, baby,,that's what we call!) is far the most painful (8/10), but the actual shame (4/10) and butthole next to
hairs (2/10) surprisingly won't hurt. As for hair removal (your pubs, mostly) There is no real trick in epilating something easily like your hands, just roll it down. But your pubs? This is the next level, so take my pro tips: Trim all hairs are uniform and short (Braun comes with a trimmer head), pop a pillow under your butt,
grab a mirror, pull your skin tight, and take your time. Go side-to-side in small strokes, gradually increasing the width of each stroke instead of running it over a new, thick patch of hair each time. Adrenaline is your friend here, so take breaks, but do not stop. If you mons pubis first, labia and everything else will feel like a
breeze, and after a while you become kinda numb to it. It took me two hours to do all this in Brazil, which is a lot, but it's $60 for wax. How long does hair removal last? It's been three weeks since I epilated, and I don't regrowth on my hand hairs, belly button, pits, or pubs. My legs were a little more stubbly, but these were
the most ingrown-riddled areas I worked on (and my heavy peeling efforts as of late have also surfaced new tiny hairs), but all the stubble is basically invisible. From a visual point of view, I feel comfy going out in shorts, you still can't see any hairs, so I'm pretty sure the claims for a week of smooth skin stand true. Carina
Hsieh Are you epithetal on wet or dry skin? Epilating wet will be less painful than dry because there's water in the coat and comfort skin, according to dermatologist Dr. Michele Green, MD. However, dry epilation is more effective because the hairs are not flat down with water, she says, so the epilator can catch and pull
each hair better. For what it's worth, my personal experience of not being epilating wet is more soothing, but contorting around in my iron maiden on a single shower stall may have influenced it. How to deal with ingrown hairsSMa legs are covered in tiny babies ingrown that I just never care enough about their fix, but the
epilator kind of popped them open. Seeing the rest of my legs so smooth that I want better care and peeling better for the next one to go around, I could have even smoother legs. Using either chemical or physical exfoliants is right here as long as they're not irritating, says Susan Bard, M.D., dermatologist in NYC. I
personally have to go ham with my Salux washcloth and my Nécessaire exfoliator, and following on with generous cotton balls soaked in Tend Skin, trying to decongest my ingrowns for a smoother future of hair removal-sesh. Also, generous finger-kas my fanciest lotion then for good measure. Should you try hair
removal? You're you. I vouch for every epilator because I'm kinda sure only the Braun Silk-Epil 9 Flex will be as painless as it was, but here's my pro/con list to help you decide. Pros: It really didn't hurt as badly as I was anticipating, especially for my finest hair. Built-in LED lights are actually super useful (again Braun
plus). I assumed it was like a marketing thing, but trying to epilate without extra light on my feet was essentially impossible. It's so nice that you can do it anywhere. You can basically just watch TV and run it up and down your legs madly. Never again should I stick my leg in the shower just to shave my shins while I'm
rushing out the door. Cons: My skin, which is by no means sensitive, was covered in buunch tiny red welts after my first epilation sesh. It was very jarring to see, but it went off in a few hours. Noise is the worst part at first. It sounds like a lawn mower eating up a stray twig when it catches the hair. It's expensive. Everyone
has a variety of pain tolerance, and although I prefer to def classify myself as a pain weenie, who will say that Braun Silk-Epil 9 will be just as painless to you? It's definitely an investment to make, and one that you probably won't be able to walk away from if you throw down so much money on it. And hey, if you didn't end
up liking your epilator, can you do me a favor and send it to me? I want to give one to my mom, but I'm broke. Cool, thanks. This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content
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